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*Titles marked with an * are Irish interest or
published and / or Irish authors
** Prices are subject to change

FICTION

*Freckles
Cecilia Ahern
9780008194932 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

*Freckles HB
Cecilia Ahern
9780008194925 €19.99 ____
Harper Collins

Man Who Died Twice
Richard Osman
9780241425435 €15.99 ____
Hamilton

Man Who Died Twice HB
Richard Osman
9780241425435 €15.99 ____
Hamilton

Allegra Bird's arms are scattered with
freckles, a gift from her beloved father.
But despite her nickname, Freckles has
never been able to join all the dots. So
when a stranger tells her that everyone
is the average of the ﬁve people they
spend the most time with, it opens up
something deep inside.

Allegra Bird's arms are scattered with
freckles, a gift from her beloved father.
But despite her nickname, Freckles has
never been able to join all the dots. So
when a stranger tells her that everyone is
the average of the ﬁve people they spend
the most time with, it opens up
something deep inside.

THE SECOND GRIPPING NOVEL IN THE
THURSDAY MURDER CLUB SERIES BY TV
PRESENTER RICHARD OSMAN
PRE-ORDER NOW

THE SECOND GRIPPING NOVEL IN
THE THURSDAY MURDER CLUB
SERIES BY TV PRESENTER RICHARD
OSMAN
PRE-ORDER NOW

*Beautiful World Where Are You
Sally Rooney
9780571365432 €16.99 ____
Faber & Faber

*Beautiful World Where Are You HB
Sally Rooney
9780571365425 €19.99 _____
Faber & Faber

*Beautiful World... Signed HB
Sally Rooney
9780571371983 €19.99 _____
Faber & Faber

*Beautiful World ...Indie Signed
Sally Rooney
9780571370061 €19.99 ____
Faber & Faber

Alice, a novelist, meets Felix, who works
in a distribution warehouse, and asks
him if he'd like to travel to Rome with
her. In Dublin, her best friend Eileen is
getting over a break-up, and slips back
into ﬂirting with Simon, a man she has
known since childhood.

Apples Never Fall
Liane Moriarty
9780241396094 €17.99 ____
Hamilton

Cloud Cuckoo Land
Anthony Doerr
9780008478650 €17.99 ____
Harper Collins

*Iron Arnie
Luke Cassidy
9781526635990 €15.99 ____
Bloomsbury

*Iron Arnie HB
Luke Cassidy
9781526635983 €18.50 ____
Bloomsbury

The brand new novel from the
worldwide Number One bestselling
author behind Nine Perfect Strangers
and the Emmy and Golden
Globe-winning HBO series Big Little Lies

Cloud Cuckoo Land follows three
storylines: Anna and Omeir, on opposite
sides of the formidable city wall during
the 1453 siege of Constantinople;
teenage idealist Seymour and gentle
octogenarian Zeno, in an attack on a
public library in present day Idaho; and
Konstance, on an interstellar ship
bound for a distant exoplanet, decades
from now.

Gritty and yet tender, tragic and yet
hopeful, Iron Annie is a breakneck
journey that crackles with energy,
warmth and heart, and marks the
arrival of a fresh and vibrant new voice
in literary ﬁction.

Gritty and yet tender, tragic and yet
hopeful, Iron Annie is a breakneck
journey that crackles with energy,
warmth and heart, and marks the
arrival of a fresh and vibrant new
voice in literary ﬁction.

FICTION

*The Guinness Girls
Emily Hourican
9781529352924 €16.99 ____
Hodder

The House of Ashes
Stuart Neville
9781838775322 €16.99 ____
Zaﬀre

House of Ashes Signed
Stuart Neville
9781838778255 €16.99 ____
Zaﬀre

In a story that spans six decades, the
truth will not stay buried, and the
ghosts of the past can never remain in
the shadows . .

*The Magician HB
Colm Toibin
9780241004616 €22.99 ____
Hamilton

Magpie
Elizabeth Day
9780008374952 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

From one of our greatest living writers
comes a sweeping novel of unrequited
love and exile, war and family.

*The Magician
Colm Toibin
9780241004623 €17.99 ____
Hamilton
From one of our greatest living writers
comes a sweeping novel of unrequited
love and exile, war and family.

Snow Country
Sebastian Faulks
9781786330192 €16.99 ____
Cornerstone

Snow Country HB
Sebastian Faulks
9781786330185 €23.99 ____
Cornerstone

Sweeping across Europe as it recovers
from one war and hides its face from the
coming of another, SNOW COUNTRY is a
landmark novel of exquisite yearnings,
dreams of youth and the sanctity of hope.
In elegant, shimmering prose, Sebastian
Faulks has produced a work of timeless
resonance.

Sweeping across Europe as it recovers
from one war and hides its face from
the coming of another, SNOW
COUNTRY is a landmark novel of
exquisite yearnings, dreams of youth
and the sanctity of hope. In elegant,
shimmering prose, Sebastian Faulks
has produced a work of timeless
resonance.

The Survivors
Jane Harper
9780349143743 €10.99 ____
Abacus

Dune
Frank Herbert
9781529347852 €12.99 ____
Hodder

Frontline
Dr Hilary Jones
9781787397538 €15.99____
Welbeck

A body on a beach.
Secrets that have been waiting to be
uncovered for 12 years.
And a family torn apart by trauma and
guilt...

Before The Matrix, before Star Wars,
before Ender's Game and
Neuromancer, there was Dune, one of
the greatest science ﬁction novels ever
written.

Frontline is the story of an aristocrat's
daughter who joins the war eﬀort as a
nurse. In a ﬁeld hospital in rural France
she meets Will, a dockworker's son
serving as a stretcher-bearer. As
rumours of an armistice begin to
circulate, so too does a mysterious
respiratory illness that soldiers are
referring to as the 'Spanish ﬂu'.

The Herons Cry
Ann Cleeves
9781509889679 €17.99 ____
Macmillan
The number one Sunday Times
bestselling series featuring Detective
Matthew Venn, from author and
creator of the Vera and Shetland series,
Ann Cleeves - soon to be a major TV
series.

FICTION

Jealousy Man and Other Stories
Jo Nesbo
9781787303133 €17.99 ____
Random House

*Make Yourself at Home
Ciara Geraghty
9780008320737 €10.99 ____
Harper Collins

Sharpes Assassin
Bernard Cornwell
9780008184025 €17.99 ____
Harper Collins

Chronicles from the Land of the ...
Wole Soyinka
9781526638236 €17.50 ____
Bloomsbury

Filled with dark thrills, twisted minds
and vengeful hearts, these twelve
page-turning short stories from 'the
king of Scandicrime' (FT) and creator
of the iconic detective Harry Hole,
will have you reading late into the
night.

Set on the wild Irish coast, with an
unforgettable cast of characters, this
deeply emotional novel is full of Ciara
Geraghty's trademark heart and
poignancy.

SHARPE'S ASSASSIN is the brand new
novel in the bestselling historical
series that has sold over 20 million
copies worldwide.

A gruesome discovery, and an honest
man trying to hold on to his humanity
- and his life - forms the mystery at
the heart of a work which is both a
gripping whodunit and a sharply
satirical state of the nation novel.

A Girl
Dean Abigail
9780008389093 €10.99 ____
Harper Collins

The Dark Remains
Ian Rankin
9781838854119 €17.99 ____
Canongate

Matrix
Lauren Groﬀ
9781785151910 €17.99 ____
Arrow Vintage

*Three Words for Goodbye
Hazel Gaynor
9780062965240 €10.99 ____
Harper Collins World

Lex Gracie doesn't want to think
about her family. She doesn't want
to think about growing up in her
parents' House of Horrors. And she
doesn't want to think about her
identity as Girl A: the girl who
escaped. When her mother dies in
prison and leaves Lex and her
siblings the family home, she can't
run from her past any longer.

Lawyer Bobby Carter did a lot of work for
the wrong type of people. Now he's dead
and it was no accident. Besides a
distraught family and a heap of powerful
friends, Carter's left behind his share of
enemies. So, who dealt the fatal blow?

Equally alive to the sacred and the
profane, Matrix gathers currents of
violence, sensuality and religious
ecstasy in a mesmerising portrait of
consuming passion, aberrant faith and
a woman that history moves both
through and around.

Trio
William Boyd
9780241295977 €10.99____
Hamilton

The Wish
Nicholas Sparks
9780751567854 €17.50 ____
Warner

Bewilderment
Richard Powers
9781785152641 €16.99 ____
Arrow/Vintage

From one of Britain's best loved
writers comes an exhilarating, tender
novel that asks the vital questions:
what makes life worth living? And
what do you do if you ﬁnd it isn't?

A heart-wrenching story about discovery
and loss, The Wish is a reminder that
time with those precious to us is the
greatest gift of all.

THE BRAND NEW NOVEL FROM THE
PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING, BOOKER
PRIZE-SHORTLISTED AUTHOR OF THE
OVERSTORY

The Butler
Danielle Steel
9781529021707 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

FICTION

*Dinner Party
Sarah Gilmartin
9781911590613 €15.99 ____
Pushkin
Haunting and unforgettable, Dinner
Party explores, in searing detail, how
the past informs the present, the
inevitability of childhood damage
resurfacing in later life - and yet, how
despite everything, we can't help
returning home.

The Girl Who Died
Ragnar Jonasson
9781405942546 €10.99 ____
Penguin BBC

*Wunderland
Caitriona Lally
9781848408050 €14.95 ___
New Island

Dinner Party Signed Indie
Sarah Gilmartin
9781911590682 €19.99 ____
Pushkin
Haunting and unforgettable, Dinner Party
explores, in searing detail, how the past
informs the present, the inevitability of
childhood damage resurfacing in later life
- and yet, how despite everything, we
can't help returning home.

Harlem Shuﬄe
Colson Whitehead
9780708899465 €17.50 ____
Fatura
HARLEM SHUFFLE is driven by an
ingeniously intricate plot that plays out
in a beautifully recreated Harlem of the
early 1960s. It's a family saga
masquerading as a crime novel, a
hilarious morality play, a social novel
about race and power, and ultimately a
love letter to Harlem.

The Return
Nicholas Sparks
9780751567823 €9.99 ____
Warner

Turn a Blind Eye
Jeﬀrey Archer
9781509851386
Macmillan

Trevor Benson never intended to return
to North Carolina.
But here he is, back where it all began.
Trevor found himself unable to resist the
call home when he inherited a
tumbledown cabin from his grandfather.
He's come back to live the simple life but
nothing here is simple.

In the third instalment in the life of
Detective William Warwick, following on
from Hidden in Plain Sight, international
bestseller Jeﬀrey Archer once again
displays his mastery at the art of
storytelling.

*The Art of Falling
Danielle McLaughlin
9781473613690 €10.99 ____
Hodder
A lyrical novel about family and
relationships from the Sunday Times
Audible Short Story Award winner

Find You First
Linwood Barclay
9780008332082 €10.99 ____
Harper Collins

€10.99 ____

Empire of the Vampire
Jay Kristoﬀ
9780008350444 €17.99 ____
Harper Collins

The Wisdom of Crowds
Joe Abercrombie
9780575095977 €18.50 ____
Gollancz
Concluding the AGE OF MADNESS
trilogy, THE WISDOM OF CROWDS
brings the series which is
revolutionising fantasy to its
stunning conclusion. .

Forgotten in Death
J.D. Robb
9780349426334 €15.99 ____
Abacus
The brand new Lt. Eve Dallas thriller

FICTION

Piranesi
Susanna Clarke
9781526622433 €10.99 ____
Bloomsbury

Disappearance of Stephanie Mailer
Joel Dicker
9780857059260 €10.99 ____
Quercus

The Unheard
Nicci French
9781471179327 €15.99 ____
S&S

To Sleep in a Sea of Stars
Christopher Paolini
9781529046526 €11.99 ____
Macmillan

Troubles in Paradise
Elin Hilderbrand
9781473677494 €10.99 ____
Hodder

To Sleep in a Sea of Stars is a masterful
epic science ﬁction novel from the New
York Times and Sunday Times bestselling
author of the Inheritance Cycle,
Christopher Paolini.

Escape to the bright Caribbean sunshine
one last time in this satisfying and
page-turning conclusion to the
bestselling Paradise trilogy.

I Have Something to Tell You
Susan Lewis
9780008286996 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

Jailhouse Lawyer
James Patterson
9781529135787 €16.99 ____
Ebury

The Last House on Needless Street
Catriona Ward
9781788166188 €10.99 ____
Proﬁle

In picture-perfect Erva, Alabama, the
most serious crimes are misdemeanors.
Speeding tickets. Shoplifting. Contempt
of court. Then why is the jail so
crowded? And why are so few prisoners
released? There's only one place to
learn the truth.

This is the story of a murderer. A
stolen child. Revenge. This is the story
of Ted, who lives with his young
daughter Lauren and his cat Olivia in
an ordinary house at the end of an
ordinary street.

Desires Transient
Donna Leon
9781787467842 €10.99 ____
Random

2 Sisters Detective Agency
James Patterson
9781787465503 €9.99 ____
Random

A twisting new thriller from the author Look out for the latest thrilling book
of The Truth about the Harry Quebert from the Sunday Times bestselling
author - available to pre-order now!
Aﬀair

The New Kingdom
Wilbur Smith
9781785767975 €23.99 ___
Bonnier

Mao Sisters
Gavin McCrea
9781913348021 €17.99 ____
Scribe

A brand-new Egyptian novel from
the master of adventure ﬁction,
Wilbur Smith.

Against the backdrop of China's Cultural
Revolution and Europe's sexual
revolution, the fates of two families in
London and Beijing become unexpectedly
intertwined, in this dazzling new novel
from the author of Mrs Engels.

Two sisters go into the family business
they didn't know they had . . .
catching killers. From the creator of
the no. 1 bestselling Women's Murder
Club thrillers.

FICTION

*Blood Ties
Brian McGilloway
9781472133267 €9.99 ____
Corsair

The Book of Form and Emptiness
Ruth Ozeki
9781838855246 €17.99 ____
Canongate

How can a dead woman avenge herself
on her killer twenty years after her
murder? This is the puzzle facing Ben
Devlin in his latest case. He is called to
the scene of a murder - a man has been
stabbed to death in his rented room and
when his identity is discovered Devlin
feels a ghost walk over his grave as he
knows the name Brooklyn Harris well.

The Book of Form and Emptiness blends
unforgettable characters, riveting plot
and vibrant engagement with
everything from jazz to climate change
to our attachment to material
possessions.

The Circero Trilogy
Robert Harris
9781786332929 €41.99 ____
Cornerstone

€16.99 ____

One of the great epics of political and
historical ﬁction, The Cicero Trilogy
charts the career of the Roman
statesman Marcus Tullius Cicero from his
mid-twenties as an ambitious young
lawyer to his dramatic death more than
thirty years later, pursued by an
assassination squad on a cliﬀ-top path.

Everything is Beautiful
Eleanor Ray
9780349427416 €10.99 ___
Abacus

The Final Twist
jeﬀery Deaver
9780008467180
Harper Collins

Perfect for fans of Eleanor Oliphant and The
Keeper of Lost Things, this exquisitely told,
uplifting novel shows us that however
hopeless things might feel, beauty can be
found in the most unexpected of places

Unique Investigator Colter Shaw is
searching for the answer to his father's
ﬁnal, posthumous riddle. It will lead
him to evidence that will topple the
secretive espionage company,
BlackBridge

Five Minds
Guy Morpuss
9781788165679 €15.99 ____
Proﬁle

Flappy Entertains
Santa Monteﬁore
9781398500365 €10.99 ____
S&S

*The Ghostlights
Grainne Murphy
9781800319417 €11.20 ____
Legend Press

This brilliant murder mystery blends
classic crime with speculative ﬁction
in a stunning debut.

From the beloved bestselling author
Santa Monteﬁore comes a new novel
ﬁlled with humour and heart. For fans of
The Temptation of Gracie, Flappy now
takes centre stage, more charismatic and
competitive than ever.

The Ghostlights is the poignant story of
a family of Irish women who are each
looking for the real meaning of home.
This is a novel about family, obligation,
identity and small-town life, written
with deftness and sensitivity by the
author of Where the Edge Is.

A Daughter’s Return
Joephine Cox
9780008128494 € 9.99 ____
Harper Collins

City on Fire
Don Winslow
9780008507787
Harper Collins

€10.99 ____

The Fine Art of Invisible Detection
Robert Goddard
9780552172622 €9.99 ____
Corgi Books

The Hidden Child
Louise Fein
9781789545371 €17.99 ____
Head of Zeus

FICTION

Palmares
Gayl Jones
9780349015255 €18.50 ____
Abacus

Tenderness
Alison MacLeod
9781408884676 €18.50 ____
Bloomsbury

Untraceable
Sergei Lebedev
9781800246614 €10.99 ____
Head of Zeus

The Whistleblower
Robert Peston
9781838775254 €16.99 ____
Zaﬀre

From plantation to plantation,
Almeyda, a young slave girl, hears
whispers, rumours of Palmares, a
hidden settlement where fugitive
slaves live free. But can this promised
land exist? And what price is paid for
'freedom'?

The spellbinding story of Lady Chatterley's
Lover, and the society that put it on trial;
the story of a novel and its ripple eﬀects
across half a century, and about the
transformative and triumphant power of
ﬁction itself.

'A thriller dipped in poison ... Lebedev
shares some of le Carre's fascination
with secret worlds and the nature of
evil' New York TimesAn extraordinary
and angry Russian novel about poisons
of all kinds: physical, moral and political.

A political aide is struck by a rush
hour train at a busy London station.
But what initially looks like a tragic
accident is, in fact, the ﬁrst in a
chain of events that will shock the
world to its core.

Before She Disappeared
Lisa Gardner
9781787464377 €9.99 ____
Random

Best Crime Stories
Lee Child
9781801105743 €17.99 ____
Head of Zeus

Black Widows
Cate Quinn
9781409196976 €9.99____
Orion

The Cat Who Saved Books
Sosuk Natsukawa
9781529081473 €11.99 ____
Macmillan

The only thing the three women had in
common was their husband.
And, as of this morning, that they're
each accused of his murder.

The Cat Who Saved Books is a
heart-warming story about ﬁnding
courage, caring for others - and the
tremendous power of books. Sosuke
Natsukawa's international bestseller,
translated from Japanese by Louise
Heal Kawai, is a story for those for
whom books are so much more than
words on paper.

A gripping thriller featuring an
ordinary woman who will stop at
nothing to ﬁnd the missing people
that the rest of the world has
forgotten.

Featuring stories by: Doug Allyn, Jim
Allyn, Ambrose Bierce, Michael Bracken,
James Lee Burke, Martin Edwards, John
Floyd, Jacqueline Freimor, Alison Gaylin,
Sue Grafton, Paul Kemprecos, Stephen
King, Janice Law, Dennis McFadden,
David Marcum, Tom Mead, David
Morrell, Joyce Carol Oates, Sara
Paretsky, Joseph Walker, Andrew
Welsh-Huggins.

Daughters of War
Dinah Jeﬀeries
9780008427023 €10.99 ____
Harper Collins

Diabolical Bones
Bella Ellis
9781529389067 €10.99 ____
Hodder

The Family Man
Kimberly Chambers
9780008366001 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

Greek Myths: A New Retelling
Charlotte Higgins
9781787333697 €17.99 ____
Vintage

It's Christmas 1845 and Haworth is in
the grip of a freezing winter. Charlotte,
Emily and Anne Bronte are rather losing
interest in detecting until they hear of a
shocking discovery: the bones of a child
have been found interred within the
walls of a local house, Top Withens Hall,
home to the scandalous and brutish
Bradshaw family.

Kenny Bond is ﬁnally out of prison
after doing a long stretch for killing a
copper, and is determined to get back
to life on the straight and narrow. He's
got a lot of time to make up for, he's
missed his beloved wife, Sharon, and
his family is growing up fast.

Above all, Charlotte Higgins' Greek
Myths will be an original work of
literature and scholarship by an
exceptionally talented writer. It will
be book to be enjoyed as a work of
art, a source to be consulted, a
present to be given, and an object to
keep and treasure.

FICTION

How to Kill Your Best Freind
Lexie Elliott
9781838950453 €15.99 ____
Atlantic

Never Saw Me Coming
Vera Kuiran
9781787302877 €15.99 ____
Random House

Once Upon A Broken Heart
Stephanie Garber
9781529380910 €18.50 ____
Hodder

Payday
Celia Walden
9780751583168 €15.99 ____
Warner

Georgie, Lissa and Bronwyn have
been best friends since they met on
their college swimming team. Now
Lissa is dead - drowned oﬀ the coast
of the remote island where her second husband owns a luxury resort.
But could a star open-water swimmer
really have drowned? Or is something
more sinister going on?

Chloe looks like an ordinary university
student, but she's actually a highly
intelligent psychopath on a revenge
mission. When two students are found
dead, she discovers there are more like
her on campus and a gripping
competition to ﬁnd the killer begins.

From the #1 Sunday Times bestselling
author of the Caraval series, the ﬁrst
book in a new series about love, curses,
and the lengths that people will go to for
happily ever after.

Late at the oﬃce party, you're
chatting to two female colleagues.
You've never spoken before, but
suddenly you're talking in hushed
voices about Jamie, co-partner and
'golden boy' of the ﬁrm. About
what he does to women. You all
agree something must be done.

Several People Are Typing
Calvin Kasulke
9781529358353 €15.99 ____
Hodder

Vanished
James Delargy
9781471177590 €10.99 ____
S&S

*The Walking People
Mary Beth Keane
9781405950015 €10.99 ____
Penguin BBC

The Art of Death
David Fennell
9781838773458 €10.99 ____
Zaﬀre

Hilarious, irreverent, and wholly
original, Several People Are Typing is
the perfect remedy for any idle
ﬁngers waiting to doomscroll: a
satire of both the virtual oﬃce and
contemporary life, and a perfect
antidote to the way we live #now.

When you go looking for a new start,
make sure you don't ﬁnd a nightmare
instead. The Kane family, Lorcan,
Naiyana and their young son, relocate
from Perth to Kallayee, an abandoned
mining town in the Great Victoria
Desert to start over again, free from
their chequered past.

Greta Cahill never believed she would
leave her village in west Ireland, until
she found herself on a ship bound for
New York. Despite her family's
cynicism, Greta discovers that in
America she can fall in love, earn a
living, and build a life.

An underground artist leaves three
glass cabinets in Trafalgar Square
that contain a gruesome installation:
the corpses of three homeless men.
As more bodies are exhibited at
London landmarks and live streamed
on social media, Archer and Quinn's
pursuit of the elusive killer becomes
a desperate search.

Dark Sky
C.J. Box
9781788549332 €10.99 ____
Head of Zeus

Enemy at the Gates
Vince Flynn
9781398500440 €15.99 ____
S&S

*Garﬁeld Conspiracy
Owen Dwyer
9781912589234 €14.99 ____
Liberties Press

The Ice Coven
Max Seeck
9781787396470 €15.99 ____
Welbeck

An award-winning, burnt out writer is
visited by the characters he is
researching while writing a book about
the assassination of President James
Garﬁeld.

A young woman's corpse washes up
on a near-frozen Helsinki beach,
dressed in a manga costume. At the
same time, two famous Instagram
inﬂuencers go missing from the city,
and Jessica is thrown into the
darkest case of her career.

FICTION

The Man on Hackpen Hill
J.S. Monroe
9781789541724 €17.99 ____
Head of Zeus

A Necessary Death
Anne Holt
9781786498540 €10.99 ____
Atlantic
Selma Falck is living a nightmare. Trapped
in a burning cabin on a freezing snow
covered mountain, she has no idea where
she is or how she got there. Bruised,
bleeding and naked, she barely makes it
out in time as the ﬂames engulf the cabin.
With no signs of human habitation nearby,
the temperature rapidly dropping, and a
blizzard approaching, how will she
survive?

Song of Achilles HB Signed Anniversary
Madeline Miller
9781526648914 €25.00 ____
Bloomsbury

Resistance
Mara Timon
9781838774660 €10.99 ____
Zaﬀre

The Secret Life of Mr Roos
Hakan Nesser
9781509892259 €11.25 ____
Macmillan
A man starts a double life after a secret
lottery win. But he can't know just how
sour his new life will turn . .

NON FICTION

*Belonging
Catherine Corless
9781529339765 €19.50 ____
Hodder

*Book of St Brigid
Keane & O’Hagan
9781999592035 €14.99 ____
Capel Island Books

*Clash of the Clans
Nicola Tallant
9781913406653 €17.99 ____
Mirror Books

Gas Man
Colin Black
9780008470142 € 17.99____
Harper Collins

One Woman, The secrets of a small
town, and a quest for justice that
rocked a nation.

Feminist, farmer, abbess, bishop and
miracle worker, St. Brigid has inspired
Irish women and men down through
the ages. She cared for the poor,
healed the sick, and founded monastic
settlements.

CLASH OF THE CLANS is a story that
traces the emergence of the Irish maﬁa
from the streets of Dublin to the highest
echelons of global organised crime and
right into the heart of professional
boxing.

Razor-sharp and forthright, Gas Man
is a disarming and frequently hilarious
account of life in one of the most
fascinating and thrilling professions at
medicine’s frontline, where every day
is a heady cocktail of severe pressure,
poignancy, and profound social
awkwardness.

*Old Ireland in Colour 2
Breslin and Buckley
9781785374111 €24.95 ____
Merrion IAP

*Your One Wild and Precious Life
Maureen Gaﬀney
9780241437728 €17.99 ____
Hamilton

*Independence Memories
Valerie Cox
9781529339826 €17.99 ____
Hodder

One
Peter Schmeichel
9781529354119 €17.99 ____
Hodder

The follow-up to the phenomenally
successful and beloved Old Ireland in
Colour, winner of Best Irish-Published
Book at the 2020 An Post Irish Book
Awards.

Middle-age is cross-roadsy - having
arrived, you're looking back in wonder
about how you got here, and also
looking ahead, thinking: where to next?
The realisation that neither time nor
choices are limitless is both daunting
and exciting - this is the moment to take
stock and ﬁgure out how to make the
best of every precious moment of your
second act.

Independence Memories is a fascinating
social history, from living and inherited
memory, of the period surrounding Irish
Independence and the Civil War.

As a serial winner and larger
than life character with Manchester
United and Denmark, he rivalled
Gordon Banks and Lev Yashin as the
world's greatest goalkeeper. Sir Alex
Ferguson, having paid just
GBP505,000 to sign him in 1991,
hailed him as 'the bargain of the
century'.

*Openhearted
Ann Ingle
9781844885718 €17.99 ____
Penguin Ireland

*Willie Anderson
Willie Anderson
9781914197154 €23.99 ____
Reach Sport

*Between Two Hells
Diarmaid Ferriter
9781788161749 €24.99 ____
Porﬁle

*Comrades
Rosita Boland
9781781620540 €17.99 ____
Transworld Ireland

Candid about everything that matters
love, sex, heartbreak, money, class,
religion, mental health, rearing
children (and letting them go), reading
and writing, ageing - Openhearted is a
compelling story about living life in a
spirit of curiosity and delight and with
a willingness to look for good in others.

Irish rugby has produced many
charismatic ﬁgures over its history.
None more than Willie Anderson.
Immortalised for his deﬁant stance in
the face of the All Blacks' Haka, the
Ulsterman is notorious also for his time
spent locked up by the military junta in
Argentina for a prank gone wrong.

In this stunning essay collection,
award-winning journalist Rosita
Boland explores the many friendships
that have shaped her life. Surprising
and beautiful, she writes about the
imaginary friends of early childhood,
books that have provided
companionship and joy, kindred
spirits met while travelling.

NON FICTION

Earshot: How to Save Our Planet
Butfield & Hughes
9781529388633 €17.99 ____
Hodder

*Grassroots
PJ Cunningham
9781916086371 €19.99 ____
Ballpoint Press

The Green & White House
Lynne Kelleher
9781785303562 €21.50 ____
Black & White

*How to Cook
Darina Allen
9780857839657 €27.50 ____
Kyle Cathie

EARTHSHOT: HOW TO SAVE OUR
PLANETis the ﬁrst deﬁnitive book
about how these goals can tackle the
environmental crisis. It is a critical
contribution to the most important
story of the decade.

Stories from the Heart of the GAA

THE GREEN & WHITE HOUSE takes an
aﬀectionate and wry look at the special
relationship this tiny nation of less than
six million people has with the greatest
superpower in the world.

With advice on shopping well, wasting
less and the essential equipment every
kitchen needs, Darina shares her
lifetime of experience to show you how
to cook good food time and time again.

*Meyler
John & David Meyler
9781910827369 €20.00 ____
Hero Books

*In Hinde Sight
Paul Kelly
9780717190041 €19.99 ____
Gill

*In Kiltumper
Niall Williams
9781526632654 €23.50 ____
Bloomsbury

*Learn to Cook With Neven
Neven Maguire
9780717192625 €19.99 ____
Gill

Despite the famously uncooperative
Irish weather, John Hinde's postcards
of Ireland featured bright sunshine and
blue skies, a country seemingly
peopled entirely with redheads, happy
donkeys carrying turf, and charming
cottages that appeared to grow upward
from the earth itself.

Thirty-four years ago, when they were in
their twenties, Niall Williams and
Christine Breen made the impulsive
decision to leave their lives in New York
City and move to Christine's ancestral
home in the town of Kiltumper in rural
Ireland. In the decades that followed, the
pair dedicated themselves to writing,
gardening and living a life that followed
the rhythms of the earth.

Learn to Cook with Neven is the perfect
ﬁrst cookbook for kids of all ages. It will
give them their ﬁrst 80 delicious,
fail-safe recipes, accompanied by
colourful photographs and basic kitchen
and cooking how-tos.

Nanny Ma and Me
Jade Jordan
9781529365009 €18.50 ____
Hodder

Saltwater in the Blood
Easkey Britton
9781786785558 €15.99 ____
Watkins

*The Letters of John McGahern
Frank Shovlin
9780571326662 €37.50____
Faber & Faber

This is an incredibly inspiring
exploration of the sea's role in the
wellness of people and the planet,
beautifully written by Easkey
Britton - surfer, scientist and social activist.

This Much is True
Miriam Margoyles
9781529379891 €19.99 ____
Hodder
From declaring her love to Vanessa
Redgrave to being told to be quiet by
the Queen, this book is packed with
brilliant, hilarious stories. With a cast
list stretching from Scorsese to
Streisand, a cross-dressing Leonardo
di Caprio to Isaiah Berlin, This Much Is
True is as warm and honest, as full of
life and surprises, as its inimitable
author.

NON FICTION

Together
Jamie Oliver
9780241431177 €30.99 ____
Hamilton

*Vow of Silence
Suzanne Walsh
9781914451034 €9.99 ____
Ad Lib

Get ready to welcome friends and
family back around your table by
PRE-ORDERING Jamie's brand-new
cookbook, TOGETHER - a joyous
celebration of incredible food to
share.

*Year of Chaos
Malachi O’Doherty
9781838951214 €19.99 ____
Atlantic

Before and Laughter
Jimmy Carr
9781529413083 €17.99 ____
Quercus

In the eleven months between August
1971 and July 1972, Northern Ireland
experienced its worst year of violence.
No future year of the Troubles
experienced such death and destruction

Written to take advantage of the brief
window between the end of lockdown
and Jimmy getting cancelled for saying
something unforgivable to Lorraine
Kelly, this book is as timely as it is
unnecessary.

*Ranger 22
Ray Goggins
9780717192496 €16.99 ____
Gill

*See-Saw
Fintan Drury
9781916086388 €19.99 ____
Ballpoint Press

Shackleton
Ranulph Fiennes
9780241356722 €17.99 ____
Hamilton

Syncopated Blue
Ryan Hennessy
9780717191840 €14.99 ____
Gill

'The path I have travelled, the things I
have done and the people I have met
in crisis situations have given me a
window into those qualities that make
us perform. My military training
created a mindset, an outlook and
skills that can be channelled into any
situation.'

See-Saw : A unique perspective on the
ups and downs of leadership and
corporate culture in Ireland informed by
one man's 30 year journey

Pre-order the enthralling new biography
of Ernest Shackleton by the world's
greatest living explorer, Sir Ranulph
Fiennes.

In his ﬁrst book of poetry, Ryan reveals
his natural gifts of self-expression to
cover topics such as love,
relationships, growing up and identity.
At once deﬁantly romantic and nakedly
vulnerable, he deftly chips away at the
barriers many young men build in
self-defence as he explores the
euphoria of young love and its
subsequent heartbreak.

*Albert Reynolds Risktaker for Peace
Conor Lenian
9781785374050 €22.95 ____
Merrian IAP

And Away
Bob Mortimer
9781398508026 €17.99 ____
S&S

And Away Signed
Bob Mortimer
9781398505292 €23.99 ____
S&S

In the ﬁrst complete biography of
Reynolds, former Minister of State
Conor Lenihan delivers an insider's
account that reveals the courageous
personal risks Reynolds took to create
the template for peace in Ireland, and
the highs and lows of a tempestuous,
risk-taking life.

Bob Mortimer's life was trundling along
happily until suddenly in 2015 he was
diagnosed with a heart condition that
required immediate surgery and forced
him to cancel an upcoming tour. The
episode unnerved him, but forced him
to reﬂect on his life so far. This is the
framework for his hilarious and moving
memoir, And Away...

Bob Mortimer's life was trundling along
happily until suddenly in 2015 he was
diagnosed with a heart condition that
required immediate surgery and forced him
to cancel an upcoming tour. The episode
unnerved him, but forced him to reﬂect on
his life so far. This is the framework for his
hilarious and moving memoir, And Away...

The Audacity
Katherine Ryan
9781788703994 €17.99 ____
Bonnier
From the star of The Duchess and the
host of 'Telling Everybody Everything',
the debut book from superstar comedian Katherine Ryan.

NON FICTION

*Death on Irelands Eye
Dean Ruxton
9780717188925 €16.99 ____
Gill

The Dressmaker of Auschwitz
Lucy Adlington
9781529311976 €18.50 ____
Hodder

*Finding Peace
Sr Stan
9781782183815
Columba

€ 16.99 ____

The breakout poetry collection by
Sunday Times bestselling author and
presidential inaugural poet Amanda
Gorman

The powerful chronicle of the women
who used their sewing skills to survive
the Holocaust, stitching beautiful
clothes at an extraordinary fashion
workshop created within one of the
most notorious WWII death camps.

*Kerry: Game of My Life
David Byrne
9781910827390 €20.00 ____
Hero Books

Maybe I Dont Belong Here
David Harewood
9781529064148 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

Call us What We Carry
Amanda Gorman
9781784744618 €15.99 ____
Chatto & Windus

*Mickey Whelan: An Autobiography
Mickey Whelan
9781910827352 €20.00 ____
Hero Books

*O’Connell Street The History
Nicola Pierce
9781788491488 €19.99 ____
O’Brien Press
O'Connell Street is at the heart of
Dublin. It has been through name
changes and revolutions, destruction
and rebuilding and remained at the
heart of the story of Ireland for
centuries. Nicola Pierce explores the
people, the history, the buildings and
the stories behind the main street in
our capital city.

Rick Stein at Home
Rick Stein
9781785947087 €30.99 ____
BBC

*This Day in Irish History
Padraic Coﬀey
9781788492577 €19.99 ____
O’Brien Press

Rick explores family classics that evoke
childhood memories and newer dishes
that have marked more recent personal
milestones - along with unforgettable
stories that celebrate his favourite
ingredients, food memories, family
cooking moments and more.

You may know all about the Easter
Rising and the Good Friday Agreement,
but did you know that the hypodermic
needle was invented in Tallaght? Or
that Dublin was the ﬁrst city in the
world to have a woman stockbroker,
decades before London or New York?
Or that the formula used to create the
video game Tomb Raider was sketched
on a bridge in Cabra in the nineteenth
century?

*Unsettled : Essays
Rosaleen McDonagh
9781916493537 €12.95 ____
Skein Press

*Walking with Ghosts
Gabriel Byrne
9781529027457 €11.99 ____
Macmillan
An exquisite and heartbreaking
portrait of an Irish childhood as well
as a remarkable and often hilarious
story of a journey to Hollywood and
Broadway fame, Walking With Ghosts
is ultimately a lyrical homage to the
people and landscapes that shape our
destinies.

NON FICTION

Belonging
Alun Wyn Jones
9781529058093
Macmillan

€17.99 ____

Brothers in Arms
James Holland
9781787634442 €17.99 ____
Bantam

Entangled Life
Merlin Sheldrake
9781784708276 €12.99 ____
Vintage

Invention : A Life
James Dyson
9781471198755 €17.99 ____
S&S

From the bestselling author of Normandy
'44 and Sicily '43 comes the untold story
of the Sherwood Rangers

The more we learn about fungi, the less
makes sense without them. They can
change our minds, heal our bodies and
even help us avoid environmental
disaster; they are metabolic masters,
earth-makers and key players in most of
nature's processes.

Dyson has become a byword for high
performing products, technology,
design and invention. Now, James
Dyson, the inventor and entrepreneur
who made it all happen, tells his
remarkable and inspirational story in
Invention: A Life.

*Irelands Hidden Histories
Frank Hopkins
9781848408234 €14.95 ____
New Island

Listen
Kathryn Mannix
9780008435448 €17.99 ____
Harper Collins

Love of My Life
Lesley-Ann Jones
9781529362336 €18.75 ____
Hodder

Ottolenghi Test Kitchen
Yotam Ottolenghi
9781529109481 €29.99 ____
Ebury

A Story a Day from Our Little Known
Past

By bringing together stories with a
lifetime's experience working in
medicine and the newest psychology,
Mannix oﬀers lessons for how we can
better speak our mind and help when
others need to.

If you are one of the many millions who
watched the Oscar-winning ﬁlm
Bohemian Rhapsody you may suppose
that Mary Austin was the love of
Freddie Mercury's life, the woman who
he could never quite let go of. The truth
is more complicated.

This book is all about feeding ourselves
and our families with less stress and
less fuss, but with all the 'wow' of an
Ottolenghi meal. It's a notebook to
scribble on and add to, to take its ethos
and absolutely make it your own.

*The Players Advice
Sean O’Sullivan
9781788492683 €16.99 ____
O’Brien Press

Remember
Lisa Genova
9781838954154 €17.99 ____
Atlantic

*Beyond the Summit
Kiean Lally
9781916086364 €19.99 ____
Ballpoint Press

The Player's Advice is a compilation of
guidance aimed at you, the player, to
give you the tools and disciplines to
improve and excel in your code. With
advice from over 100 of the top
footballers, hurlers and camogie players in a range of areas such as gym,
nutrition, routine, skill development,
mindset and preparation.

Remember shows us how to create a
better relationship with our memory - so
we no longer have to fear it any more,
which can be life-changing.

Big Panda & Tiny Dragon
James Norbury
9780241529324 €17.99 ____
Hamilton
Beloved friends Big Panda and Tiny
Dragon journey through the seasons
of the year together. And, although
they often get lost, it leads them to
discover many beautiful things. They
explore the hardships and happiness
that connect us all.

NON FICTION

*Brian Gartland Autobiography
Brian Gartland
9781910827215 €20.00 ____
Hero Books

*Clare: Game of my Life
Peter O’Connell
9781910827376 €20.00 ____
Hero Books

*Donie O’Sullivan
Donie O’Sullivan
9781910827222 €20.00 ____
Hero Books

*Fake News
Barry Michael
9780993355486 €19.95 ____
Andalus Press

Semple Stadium
Liam O’Donnchu
9781788492287 €24.99 ____
O’Brien Press

Lily Promise
Lily Ebert
9781529073416 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

*My Miracle Cure
Marion Carroll
9781785303333 €11.99 ____
Black & White

Not a Life Coach
James Smith
9780008467029 €11.99 ____
Harper Collins

The incredibly moving and powerful
memoir of an Auschwitz survivor who
made headlines around the world.

With a heart full of prayer, Marion
Carroll journeyed to Knock in the west
of Ireland. For 17 years, Multiple
Sclerosis had ravaged her body so utterly that this reluctant pilgrim travelled
on a stretcher. Then, at the Mass, an
unimaginable miracle. Marion rose,
pain-free, to walk, talk and see once
more.

In this book, James Smith is back to
challenge everything you thought you
knew about the path to fulﬁlment and
happiness. With hard-hitting home
truths and a helping of tough love, be
prepared to reset your outlook, redeﬁne
your goals and unlock your potential.

*Stories from the Sea
Jo Kerrigan
9781788492058 €17.99 ____
O’Brien Press

Universe
Cohen & Cox
9780008389321 €29.99 ____
Harper Collins

*Waterford: Game of My Life
Thomas McCarthy
9781910827406 €20.00 ____
Hero Books

Jo Kerrigan has discovered and retold
tales from all around the Irish coast of
storms, shipwrecks, pirate attacks and
smuggling, as well as shipping stories,
both of long distance trading and the
little boats which took supplies from
major harbours to smaller
communities.

The Almanac
Lia Leendertz
9781856754705 €15.99 ____
GAIA Books
A perfect toolkit for connecting with
the world around us and the year
ahead as it unfolds - all in a compact
and pocket size guide that just begs
you to pick it up and browse.

NON FICTION

Another Now
Yanis Varoufakis
9781529110630 €11.99 ____
Ebury

Beautiful Country
Julie Qian Wang
9780241514726 €17.99 ____
Hamilton

Book of Secrets
Derren Brown
9781787633063 €17.99 ____
Bantam

Brexit Volume 3
Tim Shipman
9780008308957 €19.99 ____
Harper Collins

Varoufakis's boundary-breaking new
book confounds expectations of what
the good society would look like and
confronts us with the greatest
question: are we able to build a better
society, despite our ﬂaws.

Told from a child's perspective, in a
voice that is intimate, poignant and
startlingly lyrical, Beautiful Country is
the story of a girl who learns to ﬁrst live
- and then escape - an invisible life.

A Book of Secrets is a profound and
practical guide to ﬁnding value in
sadness and strength from what life
throws at us - it is from the diﬃculty of
life that we ﬁnd meaning and grow.

The unmissable account of Brexit, from
political insider and bestselling author of
All Out War, Tim Shipman.

Cracking The Menopause
Mariella Frostrup
9781529059045 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

Haunting of Alma Fielding
Kate Summerscale
9781408895474 €12.50 ____
Bloomsbury

Hope Not Fear
Hassan Akkad
9781529059816 €22.99 ____
Macmillan

Everything in life begins with courage.
This book will equip you with the
bravery to begin.

Featuring case studies from women in
every walk of life and all stages of their
menopause journey, Cracking the
Menopause opens up the conversation
about an urgent topic that half the
population will experience, but barely
anyone is talking about.

With rigour, daring and insight, the
award-winning pioneer of historical
narrative non-ﬁction Kate Summerscale
shadows Fodor's enquiry, delving into
long-hidden archives to ﬁnd the human
story behind a very modern haunting.

I Wanna Be Yours
John Clarke Cooper
9781509896127 €12.50 ____
Macmillan

The Luckiest Guy Alive
John Clarke Cooper
9781509896066 €12.99 ____
Macmillan

The Nazis Knew My Name
Maya Lee
9781398506275 €15.99 ____
S&S

This is a memoir as wry, funny, moving
and vivid as its inimitable subject
himself. This book will be a joy for both
lifelong fans and for a whole new
generation.

The Luckiest Guy Alive is the ﬁrst new
book of poetry from Dr John Cooper
Clarke for several decades - and a
brilliant, scabrous, hilarious collection
from one of our most beloved and
inﬂuential writers and performers.

The Nazis Knew My Name is one
woman's story about the bravery and
kindness shown by her mother in the
Holocaust concentration camps.

Courage
Ryan Holiday
9781788166270
Proﬁle

€15.99 ____

On Freedom
Maggie Nelson
9781787332690 €23.99 ____
Vintage

NON FICTION

Story of the World in 100 Moments
Oliver Neil
9781787633100 €23.99 ____
Bantam

Rationality
Stephen Pinker
9780241380277 €29.99 ____
Hamilton

The Age of Unpeace
Mark Leonard
9781787634664 €17.99 ____
Bantam

Alpha
David Philipps
9781913348526 €19.99 ____
Scribe

From much-loved historian Neil Oliver
comes a whole new insight on our
past, told through 100 remarkable,
unforgettable stories.

In the twenty-ﬁrst century, humanity is
reaching new heights of scientiﬁc
understanding - and at the same time
appears to be losing its mind. How can a
species that discovered vaccines for
Covid-19 in less than a year produce so
much fake news, quack cures and conspiracy theorizing?

As a leading authority on international
relations, Mark Leonard has been inside
many of the rooms where our futures, at
every level of society, are being
decided - from Facebook HQ and
facial-recognition labs in China to
presidential palaces and remote military
installations.

The shocking, true story of a soldier
gone rogue, and the court martial case
that divided America.
This is the full story of Eddie Gallagher,
a US recruit who was inspired to serve
his nation, who became addicted to
combat, and whose need to prove
himself among his fellow soldiers
pushed him to extremes.

The Antisocial Network
Ben Mezrich
9780008497026 €16.99 ____
Harper Collins

*Art Matters
Neil Gaiman
9781472260109 €9.99 ____
Headline

Blood and Oil
Bradley Hope
9781529347890 €12.99 ____
Hodder

Bestselling author Ben Mezrich oﬀers a
gripping, beat-by-beat account of how
a loosely aﬃliate group of private
investors and internet trolls on a
subreddit called WallStreetBets took
down one of the biggest hedge funds
on Wall Street, ﬁring the ﬁrst shot in a
revolution that threatens to upend the
establishment.

Seize the day in the name of art. This
creative call to arms from the mind of
Neil Gaiman combines his extraordinary
words with deft and striking illustrations
by Chris Riddell.

Blood and Oil the explosive untold story
of how Mohammed bin Salman and his
entourage grabbed power in the Middle
East and acquired a network of Western
allies - including well-known US bankers,
Hollywood ﬁgures, and politicians - all
eager to help the charming and crafty
crown prince.

Coming Clean
Liz Fraser
9781472986382
Bloomsbury

Eating to Extinction
Dan Saladino
9781787331242 €17.99 ____
Vintage

Eruption
Paul Brannigan
9780571311460
Faber & Faber

A captivating and unexpected journey
through the history of humankind's
relationship with food, with an urgent
message for our times.

With unique insights, Paul Brannigan's
Eruption reaches beyond the headlines to
explore the cultural and social contexts
that shaped this iconic guitarist, while
also turning up the dial on a life lived at
volume eleven.

€15.99 ____

€17.99 ____

*Changing of the Guard
Tim Doyle
9781782189299 €19.99 ____
Columba

Everyday Hero Manifest
Robin Sharma
9780008312879 €19.99 ____
Harper Collins
Part memoir on a life richly lived,
part instruction manual for
virtuoso-grade performance and
part handbook for spiritual freedom
in an age of high-velocity change,
The Everyday Hero Manifesto will
completely transform your life.
Forever.

NON FICTION

*Food Through the Ages
Mike Gibney
9781838359379 €19.95 ____
Liﬀey Press

Forever Young
Hayley Mills
9781474619370 €18.50 ____
Weidenfeld

Written for food aﬁcionados
everywhere, this book provides an
entertaining look at the history and
development of the key foods we eat
every day.

The Fran Lebowitz Reader
Fran Lebowitz
9780349015897 €18.50 ____
Abacus

Generations
Bobby Duﬀy
9781838952600 €17.99 ____
Atlantic

A brilliant collection of acerbic,
wisecracking and hilarious essays from
New York icon Fran Lebowitz, star of
Martin Scorsese's hit Netflix series,
Pretend It's a City

Are we in the middle of a generational
war? Are Millennials really entitled
'snowﬂakes'? Are Baby Boomers
stealing their children's futures? Are
Generation X the saddest generation?
Will Generation Z ﬁx the climate
crisis?

The Hugh Johnson Pocket Wine 2022
Hugh Johnson
9781784726881 €15.99 ____
Michael Beazley

JFK Volume 1 : 1917-1956
Fredrik Logevall
9780241972014 €17.99 ____
Hamilton (Hamish)

Manchester United and Me
Reach Sport
9781914197130 €23.99 ____
Reach Sport

Mantel Pieces
Hilary Mantel
9780008430009 €11.99 ____
Harper Collins

Hugh Johnson's Pocket Wine Book is the
essential reference book for everyone
who buys wine - in shops, restaurants,
or on the internet. Now in its 45th year
of publication, it has no rival as the
comprehensive, up-to-the-minute
annual guide.

The Pulitzer Prize-winning historian
takes us as close as we have ever been
to the real John F. Kennedy in this
revelatory biography of the iconic, yet
still elusive, thirty-ﬁfth president.

With stellar names telling incredible
stories, Manchester United and Me
tells the human side of the world's
greatest football club in forensic and
intimate detail.

A stunning collection of essays and
memoir from twice Booker Prize
winner and international bestseller
Hilary Mantel, author of The Mirror
and the Light

Panda the Cat and the Dreadful Teddy
Paul Margs
9780008491154 €11.99 ____
Harper Collins

Pinch of Nom Food Planner
Kay Featherstone
9781529035001 €11.99 ____
Macmillan

The Seven Ages of Death
Dr Richard Shepherd
9780241472040 €17.99 ____
Hamilton (Hamish)

A Taste of the Liverpool Way
Mona Nemmer
9781911613961 €23.99 ____
Reach Sport

Enter the world of me, Panda, plus my
sometime-friends Cat and Teddy. You
will ﬁnd us living our best lives, trying
(and occasionally succeeding) to be
kind to each other. The cat is quite nice
but can be a little bit selﬁsh. Teddy can
come across as very nice, with his
squeaky voice and looking so tiny and
helpless. But I must warn you, Teddy
can be a vicious little backstabber.

Staying on track has never been easier.
This three-month companion from the
million-copy bestselling authors of Pinch
of Nom - complete with twenty-six
exclusive Pinch of Nom recipes - gives
you everything you need to chart diet
progress, cook brand-new favourites
and reach your goals.

Pre-order the heart-wrenchingly honest
new book about life and death from
forensic pathologist and bestselling
author of Unnatural Causes, Dr Richard
Shepherd.

As Liverpool Football Club's head of
nutrition, Mona Nemmer ensures the
champion players eat right and this
fascinating book will inspire the next
generation to follow. With a foreword
by Jurgen Klopp, Mona takes us
behind the scenes at Anﬁeld and the
training ground and details the
favourite recipes of LFC.

NON FICTION

Unrequited Infatuations
Stevie Van Zandt
9781474622141 €18.50 ____
Weidenfeld

The Unusual Suspect
Ben Machell
9781786897992 €11.99 ____
Canongate

UNREQUITED INFATUATIONS chronicles
the twists and turns of Stevie Van
Zandt's always surprising life. It is more
than just the testimony of a
globe-trotting nomad, more than the
story of a groundbreaking activist,
more than the odyssey of a spiritual
seeker, and more than a master class in
rock and roll (not to mention a dozen
other crafts).

This is the story of Stephen Jackley, a
British geography student with Asperger's
Syndrome. Aged just twenty-one,
obsessed with the idea of Robin Hood,
and with no prior experience, he resolved
to become a bank robber. He would steal
from the rich and give to the poor.

Watching Neighbours
Josh Widdicombe
9781788704694 €17.99 ____
Bonnier

Women Don’t Owe You Pretty
Florence Given
9781914240348 €9.99 ____
Brazen
Bringing you the record-breaking,
bestselling Women Don't Owe You
Pretty as a black and white modern
classic.

*Archipelago Anthology
Alice Oswald
9781843517825 €27.50 ____
Lilliput Press

At Home
Monica Galetti
9781783254873 €23.99 ____
Aster Octopus

Being You
Professor Anil Seth
9780571337712 €17.99 ____
Faber & Faber

Blueprint
Ross Edgley
9780008487041 €17.99 ____
Harper Collins

This collection gathers poetry, prose
and visual art in clusters grouped
around the Irishand British
archipelago, with contributions from
an array of signiﬁcant artists.

Monica Galetti's career has taken her
from her home in Samoa and New
Zealand to the professional kitchens of
London. Her new cookbook, At Home,
showcases the easy, everyday dishes
she enjoys at home, with family and
friends, using simple ingredients that
everyone will enjoy.

Anil Seth's radical new theory of
consciousness challenges our
understanding of perception and reality,
doing for brain science what Dawkins
did for evolutionary biology.
Consciousness is the great unsolved
mystery in our scientiﬁc understanding
of the brain.

From world-renowned adventurer
and bestselling author of The Art of
Resilience and The World's Fittest
Book, comes the ultimate blueprint to
(re)building a bulletproof body. 'He's
an animal' CHRIS HEMSWORTH 'The
inner workings of a sports science
genius' EDDIE HALL, former World's
Strongest Man

Exponential
Azeem Azhar
9781847942913 €17.99 ____
Random House

Hooked
Paul Merson
9781472282538 €24.99 ____
Headline

Breathtaking
Rachel Clarke
9780349144566
Abacus

€12.50 ____

From the bestselling author of Dear
Life, Breathtaking is a compassionate,
heartbreaking and compelling account
of an NHS doctor in the midst of the
greatest public health crisis in living
memory.

English Pastoral
James Rebanks
9780141982571
Penguin Books

€11.99 ____

'Addiction is the loneliest of places.
You're a slave to insecurity and ego.
But it has to be you that wants things
to change. Never be afraid to talk: the
more you talk about the addictions
the more it takes the power out of
them. You're never alone.'

NON FICTION

I You We Them
Dan Gretton
9780099592372 €17.99 ____
Arrow/Vintage

Like Father Like Son
Michael Parkinson
9781529362503 €12.50 ____
Hodder

Vast and revelatory, Dan Gretton's I
You We Them is an unprecedented
study of the perpetrators of crimes
against humanity: the 'desk killers'
who ordered and directed some of the
worst atrocities of the modern era.

The Literary Almanac
Francesca Beauman
9781529412918 €18.50 ____
Quercus

Lives of Leaves
Justice and Crowley
9781529375312 €24.99 ____
Hodder

Discover over 300 seasonal book
recommendations in the ultimate
reading list for book lovers everywhere.

What leaves mean and what they mean
to us. The secret stories of what leaves
mean - and what they mean to us.

Look Again
David Bailey
9781509896868 €11.99 ____
Macmillan

Masters of Scale
Reid Hoﬀman
9781787634602 €17.99 ____
Bantam

My Life in Full
Indra Nooyi
9780349426136 €18.50 ____
Abacus

Pepsi & Shirley
Pepsi Demacque-Crokett
9781787399013 €23.99 ____
Welbeck

Eye-opening and candid, David Bailey's
Look Again is a fantastically
entertaining memoir by a true icon.

Based on more than 100 interviews,
and incorporating new material never
aired on the podcast, Masters of Scale
oﬀers a unique insider's guide, ﬁlled
with insights, wisdom, and strategies
that will inspire you to reimagine how
you do business today.

The much-anticipated and inspiring
memoir by Indra Nooyi, the trailblazing
former CEO of PepsiCo, oﬀering
clear-eyed insight and a call to action for
how our society can really blend work
and family - and advance women - in the
twenty-ﬁrst century

The 80s – a time of glitter, big hair and
pop music. One duo lit up our lives as
members of Wham! before ﬁnding
their voice as Pepsi and Shirlie in their
own right. Best known for hits such as
Heartache and Goodbye Stranger, we
get to hear their side of the story for
the ﬁrst time ever.

Poles Apart
Alison Goldsworthy
9781847942968 €17.99 ____
Random House

Red Apprentice
Jamie Jackson
9781471187872 €11.99 ____
S&S

Sweet Roasting Tin
Iyer Rukmini
9781529110432 €22.99 ____
Ebury

*Trinity College VIII
David Martin Hickey
9781838359362 €19.95 ____
Liﬀey Press

From the bestselling author of The Green
Roasting Tin comes the last in the
Roasting Tin series, oﬀering seventy-ﬁve
easy yet delicious one-tin bakes.

The Trinity College VIII is a
light-hearted account of how the
1977 Dublin University Boat Club
raced the best university crews in the
world in an attempt to win the
cherished Ladies Plate at the Royal
Henley Regatta - almost exactly 100
years after their last win at the
prestigious event.

We humans are social animals,
naturally driven to form close-knit
groups. All too often, though, these
groups become partisan. They start to
compete with one another. They
become mutually hostile. Why does
this happen? And what can be done to
counter the tendency

NON FICTION

You Deserve Better
Ann-Marie
9781398707412 € 20.50 ____
Hachette

You Do Have the Authority Here !
Jackie Weaver
9781408716021 €15.99 ____
Little Brown

(Very) Short Life on Ear
Henry Gee
9781529060577 €18.75 ____
Macmillan

100 Poets (A Little Anthology)
John Carey
9780300258011 €18.75 ____
Yale University

Sometimes it feels so hard to love
yourself. We worry that we're not
good enough or we're being selﬁsh if
we take time to prioritise what we
need. But self-love is so important and
even if we're our own biggest critic, it
can be done! You deserve better xxx

For every woman who has endured
that I-know-what's-best-for-you tone,
this is the book for you. The feminist
political icon we didn't know we
needed, the indomitable Jackie Weaver
shares her own standing orders for life.

From that ﬁrst foray to the spread of
early hominids who later became Homo
sapiens, life has persisted, undaunted. A
(Very) Short History of Life is an
enlightening story of survival, of
persistence, illuminating the delicate
balance within which life has always
existed, and continues to exist today. It is
our planet like you've never seen it
before.

A wonderfully readable anthology of
our greatest poetry, chosen by the
author of A Little History of Poetry

Baking With Fortitude
Dee Rettali
9781526626967 € 27.50 ____
Bloomsbury

Bang!!
Brian May
9781787398276 €23.99 ____
Welbeck

Bowies Books
John O’Connell
9781526605818 €12.50 ____
Bloomsbury

The Breathing Revolution
Yolanda Barker
9781472948595 €16.20 ____
Bloomsbury

Dee Rettali is an artisan baker who,
over a lifetime of baking, has honed
her recipes to bring out intense
ﬂavour using forgotten craftsmanship.
Dee's cakes, created for her
bakery - Fortitude Bakehouse in
London - are a world away from
generic cakes loaded with sugar or artiﬁcial ﬂavours.

In 2004 a rock star, a TV astronomer and
a young research astronomer sat down
to write the story of the Universe in the
order in which it happened, from its
birth at the Big Bang 13.7 billion years
ago, through to its ultimate demise in
the inﬁnitely far future.

Brilliantly illustrated throughout and the
perfect gift for Bowie fans and book
lovers, Bowie's Books is much more than
a list of books you should read in your
lifetime: it is a unique insight into one of
the greatest minds of our times, and an
indispensable part of the legacy that
Bowie left behind.

The Breathing Revolution is an
empowering and inspiring guide to
breathing practices that can ease
symptoms of anxiety and depression.
Grounded in science and enriched
with sensitivity, understanding and
personal experience, it oﬀers an
accessible seven-day programme of
exercises that can be truly
life-changing.

The Good State
A.C. Grayling
9781786079329 €12.50 ____
Oneworld

Harry Potter Holiday Magic
Titan Books
9781789098686 €24.00 ____
Titan

The Contrarian
Max Chafkin
9781526619563 €18.75 ____
Bloomsbury
A biography of venture capitalist and
entrepreneur Peter Thiel, the
enigmatic, controversial and hugely
inﬂuential power broker who sits at
the dynamic intersection of tech,
business and politics

God: An Anatomy
Francesca Stravrakopoulou
9781509867356 €18.75 ____
Macmillan

The Oﬃcial Advent Calendar takes
readers into the Wizarding World
and shows iconic moments from the
beloved Harry Potter ﬁlms. With
twenty-ﬁve days of surprises, unique
keepsakes, this advent calendar
book is a must-have for Harry Potter
fans of all ages

NON FICTION

The Hitler Years
Frank McDonagh
9781789544688 €15.00 ____
Head of Zeus

How to be Liberal
Ian Dunt
9781912454457 €12.99 ____
Canbury Press

*Ireland and the Magdelene Laundries
Claire McGettrick
9780755617494 €27.50 ____
I.B. Tauris

After thirty years, I've decided to retire
and tell the story of how I got to the
top of this tainted profession, what's
involved in being a serious criminal, the
tricks of the trade, the art of the deal
and what it really takes to stay alive for
so long.

In The Hitler Years ~ Disaster
1940-1945, Professor Frank
McDonough charts the dramatic
change of fortune for the Third Reich,
and challenges long-held accounts of
the Holocaust and Germany's ultimate
defeat.

Miss Dior
Justine Picardie
9780571356522 €29.99 ____
Faber & Faber

I Am a Drug Lord
Anonymous
9781787398207 €10.99 ____
Welbeck

Poppy Cooks
Poppy O’Toole
9781526639233 €21.20 ____
Bloomsbury

Miss Dior is a story of freedom and
fascism, beauty and betrayal, roses
and repression, and how the polished
surface of fashion conceals hidden
depths.

Powers and Thrones
Dan Jones
9781789543537 €29.99 ____
Head of Zeus

Prince
Paul Sexton
9781787391642 €23.99 ____
Welbeck

his is a book written about - and for - an
age of profound change, and it asks the
biggest questions about the West both
then and now. Where did we come
from? What made us? Where do we go
from here?

Put Your Life On It
Victor Chandler
9781914197116 €23.99 ____
Reach Sport

Red Roulette
Shum Desmond
9781398510371 €17.99 ____
S&S

Saved
Peter Shilton
9781913543648 €23.99 ____
Ad Lib Publishers

Short History of Spaghetti
Massimo Montanari
9781787703285 €12.99 ____
Euphora

Victor Chandler, the most
recognisable face in bookmaking,
tells his remarkable life story in 'Put
Your Life On It: Staying At The Top in
the Cut-throat World of
Gambling.'

In the headline-making and bestselling
tradition of Bill Browder's Red Notice
comes a riveting memoir from a man
who rose within the ranks of China's
ultra-rich only to see his business
partner-wife mysteriously
disappeared.

With the love and support of his wife
Steph, he was able to face up to his
addiction, ﬁnd hope for the future and
overcome his 45-year secret and turn
his life around.

Massimo Montanari goes in search of
the dish's true origins, tracing its
history along the multiple, intricate
routes taken by its raw ingredients to
merge and become a distinctive
element of culinary tradition.

NON FICTION

The Story of Looking
Mark Cousins
9781782119135 €19.99 ____
Canongate

Ten Days in Harlem
Simon Hall
9780571353088 €11.99 ____
Faber & Faber

An investigation into the elements of
looking, combining art and science
and painting a portrait of our culture,
by critically-acclaimed writer and
ﬁlmmaker Mark Cousins

Rising star Simon Hall captures the
spirit of the 1960s in ten days that
revolutionised the Cold War: Fidel
Castro's visit to New York.

Theres A War Going On
Huib Modderkolk
9781526629340 €18.70 ____
Bloomsbury

Tom Stoppard :A Life
Professor Dame Hermione Lee
9780571314447 €17.99 ____
Faber & Faber
Shot through with Stoppard's voice,
and illuminating all his plays, Lee's
gripping narrative draws on
unprecedented access to archive
material, interviews and long
conversations with Stoppard himself.

*Trinity Tales
Katie Dickson
9781843518105 €20.00 ____
Liliput Press

War in the Shadows
Patrick Marnham
9780861540587 €13.75 ____
Oneworld

Wildland
Evan Osnos
9781526635501 €18.75 ____
Bloomsbury

A rich medley of post-millennials
reﬂecting on their ﬂedgling years and
Ireland's place in the new century.

Courage and betrayal in Occupied
France, involving SOE, British
Intelligence, the Gestapo and the
French Resistance

Following the lives of everyday
Americans in three cities across two
decades, Osnos illuminates the country
in a startling light, revealing how it lost
the moral conﬁdence to see itself as
larger than the sum of its parts.

*The Scariﬀ Martyrs
Dr Tomas Mac Conmara
9781781177259 €19.99 ____
Mercier

*Queer Whispers
Jose Carregal
9781910820889 €19.99 ____
Mercier

*Living with Cancer
Paul D'Alton
9781910820865 €20.00 ____
UCD Press

Work: A History from the Stone Age
James Suzman
9781526605023 €16.20 ____
Bloomsbury

*Creative Impulses
Barra Boydell
9781910820940 €19.99 ____
UCD Press

CHILDRENS

There’s a Ghost in the House
Oliver Jeﬀers
9780008298357 €23.99 ____
Harper Collins

Up on the Mountain
Peter Donnelly
9780717193639 €14.99 ____
Gill

Primrose Railway Children
Jacqueline Wilson
9780241517772 €15.99 ____
Hamilton

Mr Spicebag
Freddie Alexander
9780008473112 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

A captivating new picture book
with interactive transparent pages,
from world-renowned artist Oliver
Jeﬀers.

So begins the latest story from the
award-winning author and illustrator
Peter Donnelly. Follow the family
throughout a year of nature walks as
they collect leaves, take shelter beneath
a giant oak, feel the sun on their skin
and breathe in the cool, fresh air.

The Primrose Railway Children is a
gorgeous, heartwarming story of family
secrets and new adventures.

Be warned, Reader, this book isn't
about a normal spice bag, nor is it
about a normal boy. Quite the
opposite. This book is about the
Spice Bag, and our unlikely hero: a
10-year-old boy named George...

The Book of Stolen Dreams
David Farr
9781801310840 €15.99 ____
Usbourne

Guinness World Records 2022
Guinness World Records
9781913484118 €23.99 ____
GWR

Kay’s Marvellous Medicine
Adam
9780241508527 €17.99 ____
Hamilton

*Girls Play Too Book 2
Jacqui Hurley
9781785374081 €14.95 ____
Merrion IAP

Fully revised and updated, and with a
bright new design, Guinness World
Records 2022 provides a fascinating
snapshot of our world today.

It's time to ﬁnd out why Ancient Egyptians
thought the brain was just a useless load
of old stuﬃng that might as well be
chucked in the bin, why teachers forced
their pupils to smoke cigarettes, why
hairdressers would cut oﬀ their
customers' legs, and why people used to
get paid for farting. (Unfortunately that's
no longer a thing - sorry.)

With her popular fairy-tale touch, RTÉ's
Jacqui Hurley tells the real-life stories of
women who have proved that gender is
not a barrier to success. Each new story
in Girls Play Too: Book 2 is one of
empowerment and overcoming
adversity, and the role models celebrated
here are sure to inspire the next
generation of Irish sportswomen.

An exhilarating, awe-inspiring
debut from a master storyteller
writing for children for the ﬁrst
time, perfect for fans of Philip
Pullman, Katherine Rundell and
Eva Ibbotson.

Pony
R.J. Palacio
9780241542279
Hamilton

*Ireland The People and Places
Rachel Pierce
9780702302411 €15.99 ____
Scholastic

*Same But Diﬀerent
Emer O’Neill
9780717192854 €14.99 ____
Gill

*The New Girl
Sinead Moriarty
9780717190874 €12.99 ____
Gill

A stunning celebration of the rich culture
and fascinating
history of Ireland featuring ten Irish
illustrators.

Little Emer doesn't like it when she's
teased for having brown skin and fuzzy
hair. She wishes she could look like
everyone else

€14.99 ____

The highly anticipated, unforgettable
new story from the internationally
bestselling, multi-award-winning
author of WONDER.

But with a little help from mum, Emer
soon learns that we're all the same but
diﬀerent - and life is better that way!

CHILDRENS

Tower of Nero
Rick Riordan
9780141364094 €9.99 ____
Pengiun Books

Eddie Albert and the Amazing ...
Paul O’Grady
9780008470654 €12.99 ____
Harper Collins

*Tomorrow is Beautiful
Sarah Crossan
9781526641892 €16.20 ____
Bloomsbury

*Little Bee Charmer of Henrietta Street
Sarah Webb
9781788492478 €12.99 ____
O’Brien Press

Focusing on positivity, this is the perfect
collection to dip into whenever you
need a boost.

When Eliza Kane and her brother Jonty
move from the leafy suburbs of
Rathmines to a tenement ﬂat on
Henrietta Street they are in for a shock.
Pigs and ponies in the yard, rats in the
hallways and cockroaches or 'clocks'
underfoot!

Striking Out
Ian Wright & Musa Okwonga
9780702306860 €15.99 ____
Scholastic

Julie and the Shark
Kiran Millwood Hargrave
9781510107786 €15.99 ____
Orion

*The Shadows of Rookhaven
Padraig Kenny
9781529065084 €15.99 ____
Macmillan

Poison for Breakfast
Lemony Snicket
9780861542611 €12.99 ___
Oneworld

The hilarious and action-packed
middle grade adventure from
beloved comedian and bestselling
author Paul O'Grady.

A Field Guide to Leaﬂings
Owen Churcher
9781783425228 €15.99 ____
Bonnier

*A Galway Fairytale
Caitriona Sweeney
9781788492249 €12.99 ____
O’Brien Press

*Tabitha Plimtock and the Edge of...
Erika McGann
9781788492492 €8.99 ____
O’Brien Press
Tabitha Plimtock lives in a house at the
very edge of the world. She is a go-getter
- that is, a dogsbody forced to go and get
things - for her nasty relatives, Gower,
Gristle, Bertha and Cousin Wilbur.

Peanut Jones & The Illustrated City
Rob Biddulph
9781529040524 €15.99 ____
Macmillan

CHILDRENS

The Great Dream Robbery
Greg James
9780241470503 €14.99 ____
S&S

A Tale of Magic
Chris Colfer
9781510202467
Little Brown

€15.99 ____

A brand-new adventure beyond your
wildest dreams, from the bestselling
authors of KID NORMAL.

Toto the Ninja Cat
Dermot O’Leary
9781444961676 €12.50 ____
Hodder

Fireborn
Aisling Fowler
9780008394288 €12.99 ____
Harper Collins

Toto is no ordinary cat, and she can't
wait for you to join her on her FIFTH
ninja adventure! From one of the UK's
best-loved broadcasters.

Minecraft Creative Handbook
AB Mojang
9780755500413 €11.99 ____
Farshore

Minecraft Combat Handbook
AB Mojang
9780755500420 €11.99 ____
Harper Collins

Grinny Granny Donkey
Craig Smith
9780702308451 €8.75 ____
Scholastic

Geronimo
David Walliams
9780008279790 €8.70 ____
Haper Collins

Whether it's choosing your blocks or
decorating your build, this book is
packed with expert advice, top tips
and advanced tricks to take your
construction skills to the next level.

Don your armour, pick up your sword
and charge headﬁrst into the Minecraft
Combat Handbook - the only book you
need to take your game to the next
level.

The hilarious third instalment from the
bestselling creative
team behind viral sensation The Wonky
Donkey, now available
in a super cute board book edition!

Meet Geronimo - the baby penguin
who has one dream and one dream
only - and that is to ﬂy!

*President’s Suprise BB
Peter Donnelly
9780717191956 €8.99 ____
Gill

*My Little Album of Ireland
Juliette Saumande
9781788492195 €12.99 ____
O’Brien Press

*Harp maiden Web of Secrets
Jackie Burke
9781788462037 €9.99 ____
Gill

Today is a very special day. It is the
President's birthday and everyone in
the Aras is preparing a birthday
party.

Make a splash at the Liﬀey Swim, dance
a jig or a reel at the Fleadh Cheoil and be
sure to wear your life jacket when sailing
down the River Shannon!

The Monsters of Rookhaven
Padraig Kenny
9781529031485 €9.99 ____
Macmillan

CHILDRENS

Precious Catastrophe
Deirdre Sullivan
9781471410680 €9.99 ____
Hot Key

Match Annual 2022
Media Kelsey
9781529015478 €9.99 ____
Macmillan

Always
Morris Gleitzman
9780241380482 €8.70 ____
Hamiton (Hamish)

Pax Journey Home
Sara Pennypacker
9780008470289 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

Danger at Dead Mans Pass
M.G. Leonard
9781529013122 €9.99 ____
Macmillan

Endgame
Malorie Blackman
9780241443996 €10.00 ____
Hamilton

A mysterious letter from an old friend
asks Hal and Uncle Nat to help
investigate a spooky supernatural
mystery. Legend has it the
Kratzensteins, a family of rich and
powerful railway tycoons, are cursed,
but there is no such thing as a curse, is
there . . .?

20 years ago, Malorie Blackman's
Noughts & Crosses, a story that charted
the deeply forbidden romance between
Sephy (a Cross) and Callum (a Nought)
was published. Theirs was a love aﬀair
that has had repercussions for their
families for generations. Until now.

*Jason Sherlock
Donny Mahoney
9781788492522 €8.99 ____
O’Brien Press

*Shay Given
Natasha Mac aBhaird
9781788492584 €8.99 ____
O’Brien Press

Discover how a boy from the Dublin
northside found strength in his
diﬀerence to become a gaelic football
great.

The inspiration behind many of Ireland's
greatest days, Shay Given earned 134
caps for his country and played in goal
for Ireland for 20 years!

How I Became a Dog Called Midnight
Ben Miller
9781471192487 €15.99 ____
S&S

Horror Heights
Bec Hill
9781444962291 €8.75 ____
Hodder

Paradise on Fire
Jewell Parker Rhodes
9781510109858 €9.99 ____
Orion

All the best magic happens when the
clock strikes midnight . . . Enter a
world of wonder in the brand new
classic adventure from the
fastest-growing UK children's author,
Ben Miller. Pre-order now!

Welcome to Horror Heights: can the
children who live here conceal the strange
goings on behind closed doors?
GOOSEBUMPS for a new generation, by
award-winning comedian and CITV
presenter, Bec Hill.

From award-winning and bestselling
author Jewell Parker Rhodes comes a
powerful coming-of-age survival tale
set during a devastating wild ﬁre.

From bestselling and award-winning
author Sara Pennypacker comes the
long-awaited sequel to Pax;
gorgeously crafted, utterly compelling with stunning illustrations by
award-winning author and illustrator
Jon Klassen.

Kissing Emma
Shappi Khorsandi
9781510106994 €9.99 ____
Orion

CHILDRENS

Swarm Rising
Tim Peake
9781444960846 €15.99 ____
Hodder

The Hawrhorne Legacy
Jennifer Lynn Barnes
9780241480724 €9.99 ____
Hamilton

Princess at Heart
Connie Glynn
9780241458372 €9.99 ____
Hamilton (Hamish)

The Trial
Laura Bates
9781471187575 €9.99 ____
S&S

From astronaut Tim Peake and
bestselling author Steve Cole: exciting
action-adventure rooted in
cutting-edge space-age science and
technology.

Intrigue, riches, and romance abound in
this thrilling sequel to the New York
Times bestselling The Inheritance Games
perfect for fans of Karen McManus and
Holly Jackson.

Return to the magical world of The
Rosewood Chronicles in the fourth
instalment of this gorgeous series for fans
of The Princess Diaries and Harry Potter.

From multi-award-winning author
and gender equality activist, Laura
Bates, this thought-provoking
drama will start an important
conversation and keep you guessing
to the end.

Unoﬃcial Fortnite Annual 2022

A Poet for Every Day of the Year
Allie Esiri
9781529054828 €23.00 ____
Macmillan

Sex Education: The Road Trip
Katy Birchall
9781444956672 €9.99 ____
Hodder

Minecraft Annual 2022
AB Mojang
9780755501076 €10.99 ____
Farshore

The only oﬃcial SEX EDUCATION
novel. When the screen binge is
over, return to the world of
Moordale with a brand-new story
featuring the show's most popular
characters

The oﬃcial Minecraft Annual 2022 is
packed with activities, build ideas and
survival challenges to try out in-game.

Advent Calendar Book Collection
Usbourne
9781801313445 €23.99 ____
Usbourne

Gruﬀalo & Freinds Advent Calendar
Julia Donaldson
9781529052879 €21.99 ____
Macmillan

9780755503490
Farshore

€10.99 ____

Room on the Broom 20th Anniversary
Julia Donaldson
9781529040838 €8.75 ____
Macmillan

Grandude’s Green Submarine
Paul McCartney
9780241472934 €15.99 ____
Hamilton

There's room on the broom for everyone,
so come and join the fun with this special
twentieth anniversary edition of the
bestselling classic Room on the Broom,
featuring the much-loved original story
plus additional bonus content.

Jump aboard Grandude's magical
green submarine and join the quest
to ﬁnd Nandude, following her
musical trail around the world and
deep beneath the sea.

CHILDRENS

The Hugasaurus
Rachel Bright
9781408356159 €8.75 ____
Orchard

Frostheart 3
Jamie Littler
9780241355381 €9.99 ____
Hamilton (Hamish)

Can Hugasaurus bring her new
friends back together using the
magical power of kindness?

Lies Like Wildﬁre
Jennifer Lynn Alvarez
9780241476116 €9.99 ____
Hamilton (Hamish)

Pages & Co
Anna James
9780008410810 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

Secrets and lies are everywhere in this
compulsive page-turner, perfect for fans
of One of Us is Lying.

Fourth in the modern-classic and
bestselling bookwandering series for
ages eight to twelve that celebrates
all that is best in life: books,
adventure, friendship - and cake.

Pokemon Gift Box 21
Pokemon
9780755501427 €17.99 ____
Farshore

Amari and the Night Brothers
BB Alston
9781405298193 €9.99 ____
Farshore

Rules for Vampires
Alex Foulkes
9781471199554 €9.99 ____
S&S

Utterly Dark
Philip Reeve
9781788452373 €9.99 ____
David Flickling

Join Pikachu for the ultimate Pokemon
adventure in this mega puzzle
collection!

An epic middle grade supernatural
adventure series, soon to be a major
movie starring Marsai Martin. Perfect for
readers aged 8+ and fans of Percy
Jackson, Nevermoor and Men in Black.

A monstrously funny and devilishly dark
new adventure from debut talent Alex
Foulkes, illustrated throughout by the
award-winning Sara Ogilvie, Rules for
Vampires is the series that fans of
Lemony Snickett and Skulduggery
Pleasant will devour for breakfast.

A magical new story from the
bestselling and prize-winning
author of Mortal Engines.

The Week at World’s End
Emma Carroll
9780571364435 €15.99 ____
Faber & Faber

Banshee Rising
Riley Cain
9781782189145
Columba

Stories of Spells & Enchantments
Enid Blyton
9781444962000 €8.75 ____
Hodder

€12.99 ____

A dazzling collection of magical tales by
the world's best-loved storyteller. Perfect
for children aged 5 and up!

Mr Penguin and the Tomb of Doom
Alex T. Smith
9781444944600 €12.50 ____
Hodder

CHILDRENS

When We Got Lost in Dreamland
Ross Welford
9780008333812 €8.75 ____
Harper Collins

Pokemon Annual 2022
Pokemon Company
9780755501113 €10.99 ____
Farshore

Change Sings
Amanda Gorman
9780241535837 €15.99 ____
Hamilton

When eleven-year-old Malky and his
younger brother Seb become the
owners of a "Dreaminator", they are
thrust into worlds beyond their wildest
imagination.

This year's Annual is packed with stories,
activities, Pokemon stats and games for
fans of all ages.

A lyrical picture book debut from
presidential inaugural poet Amanda
Gorman and No.1 New York Times
bestselling illustrator Loren Long

Dinosaurs and other Prehistoric Life
DK
9780241491621 €23.99 ____
Hamilton

Thasts not My Teddy
Fiona Watt
9781801310468 €18.00 ____
Usbourne

Thats not my Polar Bear
Fiona Watt
9781801310451 €18.00 ____
Usbourne

From Tyrannosaurus rex, sabre-toothed
cats, woolly mammoths and ferns, this
dinosaur book for kids is packed with a
collection of amazing plants and
prehistoric animals. Every page will
captivate young readers who are
interested in fossils and natural history!

Tickle a teddy's tummy, stroke fuzzy
ears and the rub the soft nose on the
teddies in the delightful board book.
Babies and toddlers will love exploring
the touchy-feely textures, hunting for
the little white mouse and cuddling the
specially made soft teddy toy.

Meet ﬁve adorable polar bears with
bumpy paws, a ﬂuﬀy tummy and a
squashy nose. Babies and toddlers
will love exploring the touchy-feely
patches, hunting for the little white
mouse and cuddling the incredibly
soft polar bear toy.

Lights and Sounds Unicorns
Sam Taplin
9781801310970 €15.99 ____
Usborne

Can We Really Help the Polar Bears
Roisin Hahessy
9781474989862 €12.50 ____
Usbourne

My First Gruﬀalo
Julia Donaldson
9781529046427 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

Who’s on The Broom
Julia Donaldson
9781529046489 €8.70 ____
Macmillan

When little children press each button
in this unique novelty book, the
enchanting scenes are brought to life
with twinkling lights and beautiful
sounds. Join Rosie the little unicorn
and her friends the fairies, elves and
dragons as she searches for lots of
sparkling things in this magical story.

The Arctic ice is melting and the polar
bears need our help. They come to
Warmland to explain what's really going
wrong. Luckily they ﬁnd a group of lively,
sparky kids who jump into action and
draw up a BRILLIANT PLAN.

Play with the soft, cuddly Gruﬀalo
hand puppet as you read the fun story,
based on the bestselling picture book
The Gruﬀalo by Julia Donaldson and
Axel Scheﬄer.

Celebrating 20 years of Room on the
Broom!

Bone Music
David Almond
9781444952926
Hodder

€9.99 ____

This wonderful tale transports the
reader from the city to the forests and
fells of Northern England. Under a
boundless starry sky, the unforgettable
Sylvia Carr reconnects with the ancient
past and discovers what it really means
to be young in the world today.

The Ultimate Minecraft Explorer Guide
Mojang
9780755501823 €17.99 ____
Farshore

CHILDRENS

Pirate Stew
Neil Gaiman
9781526614711 €10.00 ____
Bloomsbury

The Nightmare Before Christmas
Tim Burton
9780241545515 €9.99 ____
Hamilton

Peppa Pig Gets a Vaccination
Peppa Pig
9780241548912 €8.70 ____
Hamilton (Hamish)

Peppa Pig Jingle Bells
Peppa Pig
9780241524527 €9.99 ____
Hamilton (Hamish)

Investigators
John Patrick Green
9781529066081 €11.99 ____
Macmillan

*Get Up and Go Young Person
Get up and Go
9781910921647 €12.00 ____
Get Up and Go (Firm sale)

Meet LONG JOHN McRON, SHIP'S
COOK . . . and the most unusual
babysitter you've ever seen.

Not Here to be Liked
Michelle Quach
9781474989732 €10.00 ____
Usbourne

Wishyouwas
Alexandra Page
9781526641212 €16.20 ____
Bloomsbury
Classic-feeling storytelling with bags of
charm. Fans of thrilling animal adventure
and enchanting underground worlds will
fall in love with Wishyouwas.

InvestiGators Mango and Brash don
their fanciest vests for InvestiGators:
Oﬀ the Hook, the next mystery in the
hilarious adventure series from John
Patrick Green

Get Up and Go Young Person's
Diary is an annual bestseller. The
Diary that inspires and motivates.

Annabel Karmel’s Fun Fast and Easy
Annabel Karmel
9781787398160 €17.99 ____
Welbeck

Everything Under The Sun
Molly Oldﬁeld
9780241433461 €29.99 ____
Hamilton (Hamish)

Defy the Night
Brigid kemmerer
9781526632807 €10.00____
Bloomsbury

When Fishes Flew
Michael Morpurgo
9780008454654 €12.99____
Harper Collins

Filled with fun, tasty recipes that will
help parents inspire young children
with a love of cooking, food and
healthy eating.

A collection of 366 curious questions
asked by children from around the world,
based on the award-winning podcast by
original QI Elf, Molly Oldﬁeld.

From New York Times bestselling author
Brigid Kemmerer comes a brand-new
blockbuster fantasy series about a corrupt
kingdom, a star-crossed romance and a
girl who will do anything for justice.

This ﬁrst new novel in two years
from the Nation's Favourite Storyteller is a sweeping story of love and
rescue - an unforgettable journey to
the Greek island of Ithaca, and back
in time to World War Two...

